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For any member of the sexes it will 
select a mate that is (showing to be)
• able to invest in the relationship and in their offspring 
• willing to invest in the relationship and in their 
offspring 
• able to physically protect the self, the partner and 
offspring 
• having good parenting skills 
• compatible (has similar values, age, personality) etc. 





































































































• Special meaning – that is exclusiveness -- of the person that love is felt for 
• The focussed attention for the person 
• Aggrandizing the loved one 
• Intrusive thinking (that is obsessive meditation about) the beloved 
• The emotional fire 
• The intense energy evoked by the beloved 
• The mood swings from fantasy to despair 
• The yearning for emotional union 
• The looking for clues in the beloved’s actions indicating the return of love
• Changing priorities and interests in the person that is in love
• Emotional dependence on the relationship
• Empathy for the beloved
• Adversity heightening the passion
• Hope for improvement of the relationship with the beloved, even when one could know better
• Burning sexual desire for the beloved
• Sexual exclusivity and jealousy
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Damasio (2003)
• "Emotion and related reactions are aligned with 
















the way we interpret or represent our feelings, 
depends on how feelings are stylized and 

















































































and the anterior inferior parietal lob
 




• Mirror neurons have been observed to be active 
in motor action as well as in watching another 









• language and language acquisition
• empathy
• theory of mind
• social learning
• the perception of intentions
• differences between men and women in capacity for 
empathy 


















Mirror-neurons involved in emotions
[A]s observing hand actions activates the observer’s motor 
representation of that action, observing an emotion 
activates the neural representation of that emotion. This 
finding provides a unifying mechanism for understanding 
the behaviors of others 














































• Ontogenetic (development of individual)
• Phylogenetic (evolution of species)
• Mechanisms (proximate stimulus and causation)
• Functional (what for)
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